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Abstract— The competition for radio resources in overlapping, 
quality of service supporting, wireless networks with the help 
of a stage-based game model is focus of this paper. The 
application of such economic concepts allows us to analyze the 
problem with the help of game models. In this paper, we focus 
on solutions based on emerging equilibria. Within radio 
resource sharing games, payoff-maximizing players represent 
wireless networks that share radio resource with other 
wireless networks. Players can improve their outcome by 
dynamically adapting behaviors when interacting. Different 
strategies that determine player’s behaviors are in this paper 
evaluated. Traffic requirements of the applications determine 
whether a strategy should pursue cooperative behaviors to 
increase payoffs. Directly related to the question of whether 
cooperation is a predictable and emerging outcome in a longer 
interaction is the question about how players may mutually 
motivate each other not to deviate from cooperation. We apply 
adaptive strategies, i.e., strategies that set behaviors 
dynamically from stage to stage, based on other player’s 
behaviors. 

Keywords— Coexistence in unlicensed bands; cooperation and 
punishment; adaptive strategies; IEEE 802.11e. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Typically, Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) 

operate in unlicensed frequency bands, and consequently 
may often have to operate in problematic situations, where 
coexisting WLANs may severely interfere with each other. 
Such scenarios are not addressed in existing radio standards 
like the popular IEEE 802.11(e) [1]-[2]. We therefore 
approach this problem as a stage-based game [8]-[1], to 
analyze scenarios of two WLANs that share a common radio 
channel. Each WLAN is represented by a player, which 
interacts with another player, for the control over the shared 
radio resources to support Quality of Service (QoS) [3]. To 
address the fact that in unlicensed frequency bands different 
wireless networks that are not able to exchange information 
may have to share radio resources, we assume that players 
cannot communicate directly. Interaction refers to selecting 
behaviors (determined by a strategy), and estimating the 
opponent’s behaviors. Opponent player’s behaviors can only 
be estimated, because of the missing communication: They 
are classified to judge the opponent player’s intentions. 
Further, players must be prepared to risk a punishment in 
order to test their opponents’ strategy for adjusting their own 

strategy to the opponent ones. “Punishment” refers to 
behaviors that players select to reduce other player’s 
outcomes on purpose, typically as a result of a previous non-
cooperative behavior of the punished players.  

The following discussion focuses on repeated Single 
Stage Games (SSGs) that form a Multi Stage Game (MSG). 
The models of SSG and MSG are summarized in the 
following sections I.A, I.B. As discussed in our previous 
work [4]-[7], players calculate future expected outcomes 
within an MSG by discounting the payoffs of future SSGs. 
Of course, MSG outcomes depend on the strategies that are 
selected by all players. Continuing our recent work, in this 
paper we discuss different dynamic strategies, and compare 
their achievements by means of their capabilities for QoS 
support when being used against each other. For a large set 
of SSGs it is discussed how a player can adapt to its 
environment. Specifically, it is investigated if a player can 
derive information about what action the opponent takes, 
without knowing the exact requirement of the opponent.  

We use two example SSG scenarios (later referred to as 
game scenarios I and II) for investigating dynamic 
strategies. Throughout an MSG, depending on the dynamics 
a player implements, punishment and cooperation can 
alternate periodically from stage to stage in a deterministic 
way, or alternatively at random. As a result, games may 
become unstable, which means that outcomes may not be 
predictable. We analyze therefore whether  

• a random, dynamic play or 

• a controlled, less dynamic interaction, 

will be advantageous for players. Further, dynamic 
strategies like “tit-for-tat” [10] are modified such that they 
adapt less frequently, which can lead to increased outcomes. 

A. The Single Stage Game [6] 
An SSG is a period of time, for example an 

IEEE 802.11e superframe, with a typical duration of 100 ms. 
In an MSG, multiple SSGs are repeated. A player (a 
Medium Access Control (MAC) entity of a wireless network) 
can select behaviors (= selection of MAC parameters) such 
that it defects with other players, or alternatively such that it 
cooperates with other players. In our models, defection is 
equivalent to a selfish best-response behavior and 



punishment. Cooperation is equivalent to the selection of 
less aggressive MAC parameters.  

B. The Multi Stage Game and Strategies [7] 
Rational acting players give present payoffs a higher 

value than potential uncertain payoffs in the future. A 
known approach to model this preference is to discount the 
payoffs for each stage of a game. Therefore, a discounting 
factor λ , 0 1λ< < , is defined [7] which reflects in the 
present stage the worth of future payoffs of following stages. 
Player i’s payoff iV  of an infinite MSG is defined as the 
sum over its payoffs i

tV  of stage t discounted with iλ : 
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In MSGs, strategies determine the behaviors for the 
individual SSGs. The players try to optimize their payoff in 
applying an adequate strategy. Such strategy describes the 
alternatives a player has for an action under consideration of 
the repeated interaction of competing players on the basis of 
behaviors. So-called “static strategies” apply the same 
behavior throughout the entire MSG, for example later in 
this paper the constant application of single behaviors 
cooperation (C), or defection (D). So-called “adaptive 
strategies” or “dynamic strategies” are capable of changing 
behaviors from SSG to SSG. In our game structure the 
strategy of a player is the decision-making process about the 
own action. 

II. SINGLE STAGE GAMES 
In the face of dynamic interaction and the resulting 

consequences on the capabilities for supporting QoS, the 
utility/payoff function of [5] requires an extension implying 
a certain refinement of the game model as introduced in the 
following.  

A. Quality of Service as Utility – Enhancements for 
Reflecting the Dynamics of Mutual Interference 
We define four abstract and normalized representations 

of QoS targets in the context of the game model, see also 
Tab. 1: (i) the throughput [ ]0..1Θ ∈ , (ii) the period length 

[ ]0..0.1∆ ∈ , (iii) the delay [ ]0..0.1Ξ ∈  and (iv) the jitter 
[ ]0..0.1Ψ ∈ . The demanded throughput Θ  and period 

length ∆  determine the player’s demanded allocations for 
an SSG as they are under the direct control of a player. They 

are selected at the beginning of each stage and therefore 
regarded as the players’ action. The period length, i.e. 
distance between two successive TXOPs, aims at a signaling 
of and taking influence on the players’ tolerable delay: The 
period length can be observed and estimated by opponents, 
contrary to a maximum tolerable delay, enabling an aimed 
response. The observed delay Ξ , as difference between 
demanded and observed allocation point of time, is 
additionally considered in the utility/payoff function to 
reflect the mutual interference resulting from the dynamics 
of the game. The multi-dimensional payoff function, as 
summarizing value of the observed QoS, is target of the 
players’ efforts of optimization. The jitter Ψ  as fourth 
parameter may be derived from the delay and is part of the 
classical QoS evaluation of the game outcomes. 

The overall utility of player i, iU +∈ , is given through  
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where iUΘ  and iU∆ are defined in [5]. The third term iUΞ  is 
related to the delay Ξ  and depends on the convexity factor 
w +∈ : 
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As depicted in Fig. 1, the convexity of the utility function 
iUΞ  increases for increasing w. In this way the convexity 

factor w reflects the restriction on fixed allocation times or 
the permission of limited delays. 
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Figure 1.  Utility function 

i i i

obs reqUΞ Ξ Ξ( , )  of the observed delay for  
i

req 0 05Ξ = . . The convexity factor w is varied.  
i

UΞ consists of a straight 
line for w=0. 

TABLE  I. QoS in the context of the game model 
QoS 

target 
game 

parameter definition part of 
action 

represented 
in payoff 

part of QoS
evaluation 

throughput Θ  see [5]    
period 
length ∆  see [5]   

 

delay Ξ  obs demt t−     

jitter Ψ  d
dt Ξ     

 



The extended sensitivity of the utility function enables a 
better reflection of the mutual influence of the players, 
referred to as behavior, which is outlined in the following. 

B. Behavior as Basis for Dynamic Interaction 
The players are aware of the influence of their demanded 

allocations on the opponent ones, enabling an interaction, 
and thus a specific intended behavior. Thus the player may 
choose between the behaviors of cooperation (C) and 
defection (D) which already implies this mutual 
influence [6]. From game history the players form an 
individual table of expected payoffs on the basis of the 
common payoff table introduced in Tab. 2. This table 
defines the expected payoffs from an SSG of the two players 
depending on the classification of C or D. Player i’s C/D 
behavior is on the left column, player -i’s in the upper row. 

Our game model and the basic IEEE 802.11e access 
mechanisms to a shared resource are evaluated with the help 
of our simulator YouShi [3]. To outline potential 
interactions on the basis of the player’s behavior, Fig. 2 
illustrates a large set of SSGs. The observed payoffs in 
SSGs for both players, i

SSGV  for player i (a) and -i
SSGV  of 

player -i (b), are depicted depending on the QoS 
requirements Θ ∆ Ξi i i

req req req( , , ) of player i on the x-axis as 
well as depending on the behavior of both players, denoted 
as (behavior of player i, behavior of player -i), on the y-axis. 
One required QoS parameter of player i is varied in each 
game scenario while the opponents’ QoS requirements 
remain fixed. The observed payoffs are averaged over the 
outcomes of 400 stages of two player SSGs. A third 
participating player which is not evaluated here represents 
the contention based access of both WLANs with an overall 
load of 5 Mbit s . 

Two game scenarios are identified (dark gray marked) 
and transferred for combination to Tab. 3 and 4, without 
limiting the generality of the game approach. The left four 
gray marked values in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) form the game 
scenario I of Tab. 3, while the right gray marked values 
form game scenario II of Tab. 4. An SSG-based analysis of 
these two scenarios shows that in the case of Tab. 3 behavior 
“(D,C)” and in the case of Tab. 4 behavior “(C,C)” is the 

unique Nash Equilibrium (NE) and thus stable point, where 
neither player can gain a higher payoff [7]. 

Within a game scenario the relative difference between 
the players’ payoffs depending on the own and opponent’s 
behavior is decisive for the course of interaction and the 
existence of cooperative game outcomes. From player i's 
point of view the payoff difference of i i

CC CDV -V  implies the 
strength of punishment after an own defection and return 
back to cooperation thereafter. The benefit from cooperation 
may be considered as i i

CC DDV -V . The term i i
CC DCV -V  

reflects the temptation to defect. Additionally, the difference 
of i i

DD CDV -V  can be regarded as the possibility of rescuing 
the own payoff after opponent defection. In game scenario I 
for instance is the opponent player -i not able to increase its 
payoff in switching from cooperation to defection, because 
of -i -i

DD DCV V< , contrary to game scenario II. This is also 
depicted in Fig. 2 (b) and reasons the different NEs. For a 
further understanding it is referred to the bargaining domain 
in [7]. 
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(a) payoff of player i       (b) payoff of player -i  

Figure 2.   The payoffs of SSGs of two players depending on their behavior. The QoS requirement of player i is varied while the opponents requirement is 
fixed: − − −Θ ∆ Ξ =i i i

req req req( , , ) ( 0.4, 0.031, 0.02 ) . The dark gray scenarios are considered in the rest of the paper and transferred to Tab. 3 and 4. 

TABLE  II. Common payoff table for an SSG of two players depending 
on their behavior 

Pl. i ↓  Pl.-i → D C 

D i -i
DD DDV ,V  i -i

DC DCV ,V  

C i -i
CD CDV ,V  i -i

CC CCV ,V  

TABLE  III. Game scenario I. Simulated SSG payoffs. There is one NE 
(marked gray) as also illustrated in Fig 2: (D,C), namely (0.71,0.35). Three 

outcomes are Pareto efficient, only (D,D) is not Pareto efficient [7] 

Pl. i ↓  Pl.-i → D C 
D (0.32,0.04) (0.71,0.35) 
C (0.24,0.77) (0.44,0.70) 

TABLE  IV. Game scenario II - “Prisoners’ Dilemma”. The players’ 
payoffs from simulated SSGs are depicted. There exists one NE (marked 

gray): (D,D), namely (0.38,0.59). All outcomes are Pareto efficient except 
for this NE (D,D) [7] 

Pl. i ↓  Pl.-i → D C 
D (0.38,0.59) (0.69,0.44) 
C (0.27,0.78) (0.44,0.70) 

 



C. Classification of Behavior 
Due to the above-introduced protocol restrictions the 

players have to classify the opponent’s behavior to 
overcome the information restrictions about the opponent’s 
intention. The classification of the opponent’s behavior and 
vice versa is thus a basic requirement for interaction. 

The players are able to conclude from the own observed 
payoff in an SSG on the opponent’s behavior under 
consideration of the own behavior: From player i's point of 
view said classification is enabled through the statement of  
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These equations are based on the assumption that an 
opponent defection (D) implies a reduced payoff if player i 
is cooperating (C) or defecting (D) respectively. Note from 
player -i’s point of view this assumption leads to 
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The applicability of these assumptions can be seen for (3) at 
the example of Fig. 2 (a): In comparing the second row 
(C,D) of the payoff values with the third row (C,C) and the 
first row (D,D) with the fourth row (D,C). The classification 
fails only for i

req 0.07∆ =  and i
req 0.08∆ =  where 

( )i
SSGV C ,D  and ( )i

SSGV C ,C  are nearly equal and zero. 

III. REPEATED INTERACTION IN MULTI STAGE GAMES 
This section answers in general the question whether a 

random play with a lot of behavior changes or an aimed 

interaction, resulting into a stable course of the game, is to 
the advantage of a player.  

A. Random Play or Aimed Interaction? 
We define two dynamic strategies in modeling them 

through state machines as depicted in Fig. 3 to answer this 
question. The RANDOM strategy of Fig. 4 (a) implies a 
chance of 50 percent for cooperation (C) or defection (D), 
while the DEF5of10 strategy of Fig. 4 (b) results into five 
stages of C followed by five stages of D with again five 
stages of C thereafter and so on.  

Fig. 5 depicts the MSG outcomes of these two strategies 
applied by player i against player -i, having a TFT strategy. 
The QoS requirements of the players correspond to game 
scenario I, the MSGs are evaluated over 400 stages, a 
correct identification of the opponent’s behavior is assumed. 
A third player represents the contention based access. The 
overall load equals 5 Mbit s . Fig. 5 (a) and (b) depict the 
occurrence probability of the behavior combinations and 
observed payoffs of player i. The bars of the behaviors’ 
occurrence probability are located at the payoffs 
corresponding to the payoff table of scenario I in Tab. 3 for 
comparing the ones from the players assumed payoffs to the 
in fact observed payoffs during the play of the MSG, as the 
decision about the chosen strategy at the beginning of the 
MSG is based on the players assumed payoffs. It is 
observable that the payoffs in both MSGs of changing 
behaviors spread over a certain distance around the players’ 
decision process assumed payoffs. The main difference 
between the DEF5of10 and RANDOM strategy is the 
occurrence probability of the transition states (C,D) and 
(D,C) reasoned through the more often change of behavior 
of the RANDOM strategy in comparison to the DEF5of10 
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Figure 3. Notation of Osborne and Rubinstein [9]. Strategies are 

modeled through state machines. 



strategy: The opponent player -i with its TFT trigger strategy 
needs at least one stage to notice a change in the behavior of 
player i, until it is able to react. In case of the considered 
game scenario I, the defection gain - the SSG payoff from 
(D,C) - followed by punishment - the SSG payoff from 
(C,D) - is higher than the payoffs corresponding to equal 
behaviors (C,C) and (D,D): Thus the RANDOM strategy 
leads to a higher average SSG payoff than DEF5of10. In the 
context of observed QoS this statement has to be refined: 
Fig. 5 (b) depicts therefore the complementary Cumulative 
Distribution Function (CDF) of the players’ observed delays 
and their throughputs. The more stable course of the MSG 
of DEF5of10 results for both players into a higher 
probability of shorter delays in comparison to the RANDOM 
strategy. Both players fulfill their throughput requirement 
of i i

req req 0.4−Θ = Θ =  adequately. Nevertheless, in terms of a 
minimum delay guarantee, the RANDOM strategy performs 
in this specific game scenario better.  

In summary, the answer to the question depends on the 
considered game scenario: In the case scenario I the players 
have comparable QoS requirements and thus the same 
strength with an advantage on player i’s side contrary to 
scenario II. This is reflected in the (D,D) payoff values of 
Tab. 3 and 4 as well as in the delay CDFs of Fig. 5 (b) and 
Fig 6. In scenario II the DEF5of10 strategy with fewer 
changes in behavior is clearly the better choice leading to a 
more stable course of the MSG. The players aim at an 
interaction and chose a predictable strategy, if it is to their 
benefit. This is for instance the case in the “Prisoner’s 
Dilemma” of scenario II. 

IV.  ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES 
The opponent’s strategy is unknown to the player. 

Nevertheless, the resulting behavior can be observed and 
classified. Consequently it is preferable to have flexible 
strategies, which enable the player to individually adapt the 
own strategy during an MSG to the opponent’s ones. The 
players have in general the intention that all players within 
the game can find their optimal strategy to a better outcome 
for all. The above-introduced strategies form a skeleton for a 
further refinement of the dynamic interaction. These 
necessarily more common strategies are called adaptive 
strategies which are derived from the trigger strategies 

above, paying tribune to the limited information about the 
opponent within the MSG. Depending on the player’s payoff 
table which is unknown to the opponent a player may adapt 
its strategy to achieve the strategy’s intention in an optimal 
way.  

Therefore, in the following a learning process of the 
player is introduced, which adapts the player’s strategy to 
the opponent’s one. The possibility of interaction is outlined 
with the help of the game scenario I of Tab. 3. 

A. Establishment of Cooperation through Punishment 
Player i only cooperates in an MSG if i gains a higher 

payoff than in deviating from cooperation. Therefore the 
temptation to defect i i

CC DCV V− , the difference between 
punishment payoff i

CDV  and defection payoff i
DCV  as well 

as the player’s discounting factor iλ  has to be considered, 
leading on the basis of (1) as derived in [6] to 
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V V
V V
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Fig. 7 provides a basic understanding with the help of 
the exemplary player i of the example scenario I from 
Tab. 3. In the figure, the MSG outcomes of player i are 
shown. The lines mark the pre-calculated payoffs, 
determined at the time of the player’s decision which 
strategy to choose. The crosses show the real discounted 
observed payoffs from simulated MSGs with YouShi. The 
third player influences the payoffs in the simulated MSGs, 
while it is not considered in the analysis. Player i deviates 
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Figure 6.  Strategies of DEF5of10 and RANDOM versus TFT with QoS 
requirements of game scenario II. CDFs of both players’ allocation delays 

are depicted. 
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for a single stage and is consequently punished by the 
opponent. Depending on the intensity of the punishment, i.e. 
the number of stages with punishment, the players 
discounted payoff from this single defection is higher than 
the payoff because of pure cooperation. If the payoff from 
cooperation i

COOPV  is higher than the defection payoff, 
cooperation can be established through the credible threat of 
punishment sustained by the opponent. For example in the 
case of i 0.8λ = , player i has to expect a punishment of four 
times ( n 4 )=  that it remains in cooperation: (6) is invalid 
for n 4≥ , see Fig. 7 (a).  

For small values of iλ  the player i gives the short term 
payoff gain (which is achieved by defection) a higher value 
than the long term gain (achieved by cooperation), see 
Fig. 7 (b) for i 0.6 .λ =  Thus cooperation cannot be 
established when this discounting factor is selected. Here, 
the player can be forced to cooperate for discounting factors 
in range of i0.672 1λ< < , as can be calculated with (6). For 
values of iλ  below ,0.672  no cooperation can be enforced, 
even if punishment has an infinite duration. 

B. Tolerance Before Punishment 
The same analysis as in the previous section may be 

done for the consequences of a punishment executed by 
player i on its own payoff: As a punishment may imply an 
own payoff reduction as well, a player may tolerate certain 
stages of defection by the opponent if the resulting payoff 
reductions is smaller then the payoff reduction from 
punishing the opponent. The player’s discounting factor iλ  
is again decisive for the number of tolerated stages of 
defection. 

C. The N-Tit for N-Tat Strategy 
We introduce in this section an adaptive strategy which 

considers the in the previous two sections introduced aspects 
of: (i) variable strength of punishment as well as (ii) 
tolerance before executing a punishment. Such a strategy on 
the basis of the TFT strategy can be referred to as n-Tit for 
n-Tat (nTFnT) strategy, as also depicted in the state machine 
of Fig. 8: The n-Tit part reflects the strength (i) while the n-
Tat part stands for the tolerance (ii). The relative difference 
between the payoffs in the SSG, corresponding to both 
players’ behaviors, is decisive for the choice of strategy. In 
the face of the manifoldness of the game scenarios as 
depicted in Fig. 2 is the nTFnT strategy suitable for an 
individual adaptation to the opponent’s strategy to enforce a 
stable course of the MSG for a better capability of QoS 
support.  

V. CONCLUSION 
The main problem in our coexistence scenario of radio 

resource sharing is the distribution of information. Different 
radio systems have different views of the scenario. The 
reason for this is the absence of a central resource 
coordinator. Our classification of possible opponent’s 
behaviors indicates a helpful abstraction that may facilitate 
the overcoming of this insufficiency. Our numerical 
evaluation shows that depending on the scenario an aimed 
interaction may be preferred compared to a random play, as 
a stable and predictable course of the game is one 
requirement for a guarantee of QoS for all players. 

The introduced strategies are pointing to promising 
results for mitigating the coexistence problem. Our concepts 
enhance the existing game model through the aspect of 
adaptation in dynamic interaction and are a step towards the 
successful support of QoS in a scenario of competing 
WLANs. A simulative QoS evaluation in terms of 
throughput, delay and jitter to compare the various strategies 
will follow. Further, a deeper analysis of the learning 
mechanisms within strategies might lead to an additional 
improvement of the coordination between the players. 
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Figure 8.  State machine of the adaptive strategy nTFnT. 


